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ABSTRACT

Detailed sequence stratigraphic and depositional systems analyses can effectively
delineate factors and processes controlling deposition of fine-grained lacustrine
sediments. Upper Triassic Zhangjiatan (ZJT) Shale Bed and adjacent strata in Ordos
foreland basin was used as an example. A new depositional sequence model shows that
the maximum regressive shoreline was more landward than that at the lowest lake-level.
The study area is on the ramp margin, covering 100x90 km2. Thin sections, cores and
well-logs of 80 wells are used to calibrate log signatures, document lithofacies, and
interpret depositional facies in a sequence stratigraphic context. The entire sequence
thickens from 25 m in the NE to 160 m in the center, and thins to 55 m in the SW,
suggesting a NW-SE-oriented elongate lake basin. The shoreline transgressed from the
WSW corner northeastward outside the study area, and then regressed farther basinward
than the initial shoreline. Ten environmental facies were interpreted. The lowstand
systems tract constitutes a high-order sequence and is dominated by fluvial facies,
including incised valley, lakeplain, and overbank. Lacustrine deposits are dominated by
the high-order highstand prodeltaic to delta front facies. The transgressive systems tract is
dominated by lacustrine sublittoral, littoral, beach, to supra-littoral facies. The highstand
systems tract is dominated by prodeltaic to delta front deposits, which are partially
eroded. Lake-level variations may have been the dominant control on the development of
the two-order Zhangjiatan sequence, and combined with depositional topography and
variation of sediment supply, dictated shoreline positions and the stratigraphic
architecture of the sequence.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nonmarine sedimentary basin deposits are important because they contain
significant economic resources and record paleogeography and paleoclimate (Carroll and
Bohacs, 1999). However, the specific methods for nonmarine basin studies remain
relatively undeveloped compared to those for marine systems because of great
sedimentologic complexity (Carroll and Bohacs, 2001). Sequence stratigraphy, which
was established to interpret extrinsic controls on marine sedimentary basins, has been
applied to fluvial-dominated nonmarine basin studies (Currie, 1997), and is helpful for
petroleum exploration and exploitation.
The Ordos Basin is the second largest sedimentary basin in China (Liu et al.,
2014). The depositional environment changed from marine to non-marine during the
Triassic (Zhao et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2014). The Basin is located in north-central China,
bordered by Yin and Daqing Mountains to the north, Qinling to the south, Helan and
Liupan Mountains to the west and Luliang and Taihang Mountains to the east (Figure
1.1). It spans Shaanxi, Gansu, and Shanxi provinces as well as Inner Mongolia and
Ningxia autonomous regions, covering 260,000 km2 (Yang et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2006).
The basin contains a large amount of hydrocarbon, coal, and mineral resources. The first
oil discovery in the basin was made in 1907, and modern oil exploration and production
began in 1950s (Li et al., 1992; Yang et al., 2005). Coal and coalbed methane are also
significant (Lee, 1986; Jenkins et al., 1999). The basin ranks first for gas reserves and
production in 2013 in China (Dai et al., 2015).
The study area is located to the southwest of the city of Yan’an, in the southern
part of the Ordos Basin. It covers 100 x 90 km2 (Figure 1.1). The lithologies, depositional
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environments and sequence stratigraphy of the Upper Triassic Zhangjiatan Shale Bed and
adjacent strata are the focus of this study.
The Ordos Basin contains shale reservoirs which have been explored for several
years. However, detailed analyses of depositional systems, sequence stratigraphic
framework, and paleogeography are limited, especially in the study area. A detailed study
of these fields will be beneficial for petroleum exploration and production.
This study focuses on four objectives: 1) Interpret lithofacies of Zhangjiatan Shale
Bed and adjacent strata; 2) establish sequence stratigraphic framework; 3) reconstruct
paleogeography and paleoenvironment; and 4) analyze controlling factors of lacustrinefluvial sedimentation.

Figure 1.1. Map showing the location and tectonic elements of Ordos Basin,China
(modified from Lei et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2005).
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2. GEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND

2.1. TECTONIC HISTORY
The Ordos Basin is located in the southwestern part of North China Plate.
Currently, the major tectonic elements in the basin include Yimeng uplift in the north,
Weinan uplift in the south, Tianhuan depression in the west, Jinxi flexure belt in the east
and Yishan Slope in the central part (Yang et al., 2005; Tang et al., 2014; Figure 1.1).
The nonmarine sedimentation started in the Middle Triassic and became dominant from
Late Triassic to Early and Middle Jurassic. The originally-deposited nonmarine strata
were much more widespread than those currently preserved (Liu et al., 2006; Figure 2.1).
In the Early Cretaceous the Ordos Basin started to disappear (Liu et al., 2006).

Figure 2.1. Map showing the depositional area of Ordos Basin (blue line) during Late
Triassic (modified from Liu et al., 2006).
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In the Middle Triassic, the Qinling Ocean was completely closed because of the
collision between North China Plate and South China Plate, which formed the Qinling
Orogeny and associated Ordos foreland basin in the north (Yin and Nie, 1996; Yang et al.,
2005; Liu et al., 2006; Figure 2.2). Subsidence was much greater in the southern part of
the basin than in the northern part (Liu et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2008). As a result, the
lake was deep in the south and shallow in the north (Liu et al., 2006). During the Late
Triassic, Liupan Mountains were thrusted onto the southwestern Ordos area and had
caused depression in the western Ordos Basin; and further collision of North and South
China plates caused uplift in the eastern part (Chen, 1999; Yang et al., 2005; Liu et al.,
2006). Finally, an asymmetrical basin configuration includes a narrow steep slope in the
southwest and a broad gentle slope in the northeast (Wang, 2008; Yu et al., 2010; Figure
2.3). The lake reached its maximum depth and aerial dimensions during Late Triassic and
was oriented from northwest to southeast (Li et al., 2009). At the end of Jurassic the
Luliang Mountains formed to the east of the Ordos Basin (Yang et al., 2005). Further
modification after Late Cretaceous led to the present configuration of Ordos Basin (Liu et
al., 2006).
The study area is located on the northeastern ramp margin of the foreland trough.

2.2. STRATIGRAPHY
The Zhangjiatan Shale Bed is in the second member (T3t2) of Tongchuan
Formation of Yanchang Group which was deposited during the Late Triassic
(Compilation Group for Regional Stratigraphic Table of Shaanxi Province (CGRST),
1983; Huang et al., 2014; Table 2.1). Various stratigraphic nomenclatures have been used.
The most frequently used term is Yanchang Formation which takes the place of the
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Figure 2.2. Tectonic map of China showing the location of North China Plate, South
China Plate and the Ordos Basin (Yang et al., 2005).

Figure 2.3. Schematic diagram showing the overall geometry of the Ordos Basin in the
Late Triassic (modified from Fu et al., 2013). The study area is located in the lower part
of the ramp margin.
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Yanchang Group. The Yanchang Formation can be divided into five members (T3y1T3y5). In the subsurface, it is commonly subdivided into ten production units, from Chang
1 at the top to Chang 10 at the bottom, using stratigraphic markers, such tuff, black and
carbonaceous mudrocks, and coal seams as well as sandstone-shale couplets (Lu et al.,
2006; Ji et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2010). However, those production units, albeit widely
used, are not offical lithostratigraphic units (Huang et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2014). In
this thesis, Yanchang Group and Tongchuan Formation are used, and the studied
sequence is named as Zhangjiatan Shale Sequence.
The Yanchang Group was deposited during the Upper Triassic Epoch. It contains
four formations: Wayaobao, Yongping, Hujiacun and Tongchuan. Disconformities occur
at the base of Tongchuan Formation overlying the Middle Triassic Zhifang Formation
and at the top of the Wayaobao Formation overlain by the Lower Jurassic Fuxian
Formation (CGRST, 1983; Ji et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2013). The group thickens
gradually from 500 m in the northeast to 1600 m in the southwest. It consists mainly of
continental grayish green and yellowish green sandstones and mudrocks, some of which
are interbedded with oil shales. Some intervals contain coal beds and pyroclastic rocks
(Zhang et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2014). Extensive assemblages of palynomorphs, megaplant
fossils, conchostracans, ostracods, insects, and bivalves of Late Triassic are found (Lucas,
2001). The group records a complete cycle of lake initiation, expansion, contraction and
cessation, within which cycles of transgression-regression processes occur (He, 2003; Li
et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2010). The Zhangjiatan Shale Bed is 30-100 m
thick and was deposited during the maximum lake expansion of the Tongchuan
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Formation (Lu et al., 2006; Lei et al., 2015). It commonly contains plant remains,
ostracods, and fish scales (CGRST, 1983; Liu et al., 2014).

Table 2.1. Lithostratigraphy of Upper Triassic strata in Ordos Basin, China (CGRST,
1983).

During the Late Triassic, the depositional environment in the Ordos area changed
from marine environment to continental lacustrine and fluvial environments. The western
part of the lake basin mainly developed profundal, sublittoral, deltaic, turbidite fan and
braided stream environments, while eastern part mainly developed profundal, sublittoral,
deltaic, subaqueous distributary channel and meandering stream environments (Zhao et
al., 2008; Liu et al., 2014). The Upper Triassic rocks in the study area are predominantly
meandering stream sandstones and siltstones, deltaic sandstones and shales, and
profundal shales.
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2.3. PALEOCLIMATE
In the Late Triassic the Ordos Basin was in a temperate to subtropical humid
climate with plentiful rainfall and luxuriant vegetation as determined by high cryptogam
diversity, absence of arid-climate indicators, and abundant Botryococcus in the organicrich mudrocks (Zou et al., 2010; Ji et al., 2010). The occurrence of symbiotic acritarchs
also shows that the Ordos Lake was a typical fresh-water lake with narrow salinity
fluctuation (Ji et al., 2006; Zou et al., 2010).

2.4. PETROLEUM SYSTEMS IN THE ORDOS BASIN
There are two hydrocarbon systems in the Ordos Basin: the Paleozoic and
Mesozoic systems (Yang et al., 2005). Yanchang Group contains the main source rocks
of the Mesozoic system,which occupy about one third of the present basin area. The
Upper Triassic deltaic sandstones and overlying lacustrine and swamp mudrocks form a
reservoir-seal association, and the Lower Jurassic fluvial sandstones and overlying
shallow-lacustrine and swamp mudrocks form another reservoir-seal association. The
Mesozoic system occurs mainly in the central and southern parts (Yang et al., 2004; Yang
et al., 2005; Xu and Bao, 2009). In the past few decades, the large deltaic depositional
systems, especially the delta front sandstones, are the main reservoirs of rich oil and gas
accumulations (Yang et al., 2004; Zou et al., 2010). Exploration for shale oil and gas in
the last few years indicates that the Zhangjiatan Shale Bed is one of important target
layers (Hanson et al., 2007; Lei et al., 2015).
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3. DATA AND METHODOLOGY

A suite of cores and wireline logs are used in the study. Eighty well logs were
used to interpret lithologies, stacking patterns, depositional environments, and to
establish a sequence stratigraphic framework. Seventy-seven core samples and twentyfour thin sections are used to calibrate log signatures to aid in lithologic interpretation of
wireline logs.

3.1. CORE SAMPLES
A total of 77 core samples from 10 wells were used for this study (Appendix A).
The wells are W11, W12, W14, W16, W17, W20, W32, W38, W41, and W46 (Figure
3.3). Wireline logs are available for those wells.
Thirty-eight of the cores are from the upper part of the Zhangjiatan Shale Bed,
twenty-one of them are from the overlying sandstones, and eighteen of them are from the
Lijiapan Shale Bed (Table 2.1). The positions of all the cores are plotted on the single
well sections (Appendix B).
The sedimentary structures and textures of the cores, especially the shale cores,
were noted. The descriptions follow the nomenclature of sediments of Folk (1980). No
subdivisions of sandstones were used in this research, but shales were subdivided into
three types based on Potter, Maynard, and Pryor (1980). Visual estimates of grain size
were made from thin sections under microscope to differentiate clay, silt, and sand-size
particles. Shales that contain 66-100% of clay-size particles are clayshale; 33-65%
mudshale; less than 33% siltstones (Boggs, 2011; Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1. (A) Nomenclature of mixed sediments. C=clay, CS=clayey sand, M=mud,
MS=muddy sand, S=sand, Z=silt, ZS=silty sand (simplified from Folk, 1954). (B)
Classification of shale (simplified from Potter et al., 1980).

3.2. THIN SECTIONS
Twenty-four standard thin sections of some of the available cores were analyzed
to confirm the lithology because fine-grained siliciclastic rocks are hard to be analyzed
with naked eyes. The percentages of clay-sized particles and other constituents were
estimated.
The Gamma Ray (GR) and Acoustic (AC) log values corresponding to the core
samples were recorded to construct crossplots of log values (Figure 3.2). Gamma Ray
and Acoustic logs were chosen because they are available for all wells. However, other
types of logs, where available in five wells, were also used for lithologic interpretation.
The logs are Photoelectric Effect (PE), Neutron (CN), and Density (DEN) logs.
The ranges of acoustic and gamma ray values vary with lithology even though
they overlap and outliers are present (Table 3.1). Acoustic values are more distinctive in
comparison to gamma ray values. Thus, acoustic logs were the most useful in lithologic
interpretation. If the acoustic value is smaller than 221 µsec/m, the lithology is
interpreted as sandstone; if between 221 and 260 µsec/m, sandstone or siltstone; if
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between 260 and 294 µsec/m, mudshale or clayshale; if larger than 294 µsec/m, clayshale.
For gramma ray log, if the value is smaller than 78.8 API, the lithology is interpreted as
sandstone; if larger than 154.8 API, clayshale; if between 78.8 and 154.8 API, the
lithology is mixed lithologies between sandstone and clayshale. Other logs, such as
Spontaneous Potential (SP), Caliper (CAL) and Resistivity logs are also used where
available. Factors, such as bed or laminae thickness, presence of tuff and tuffaceous rocks,
and content of K-feldspar were also considered in lithologic interpretation.

GR vs. AC Crossplot for All Core Samples
330.00

310.00

AC (µsec/m)

290.00

270.00

250.00

230.00

210.00

190.00

170.00
50.00

70.00

90.00

110.00

130.00

GR (API)

150.00

170.00

190.00

Figure 3.2. Crossplots showing the relationship between Gamma Ray and Acoustic
values with respect to lithologies. Colored circles show types of lithologies: orange for
sandstone; green for siltstone; blue for mudshale; purple for clayshale.
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Table 3.1. Ranges of acoustic and gamma-ray values for sandstone, siltstone, mudshale
and clayshale of Zhangjiatan sequence.

3.3. WELL LOGS
Eighty wells in the study area were interpreted for lithology (Figure 1.1). The first
step is single well analysis; the second step is well correlation, followed by isopach
mapping of individual systems tracts and entire sequence.
3.3.1. Single Well Analysis. Lithology, bed thickness, and stacking patterns of
bed thickness and grain size were interpreted and documented in individual wells. For
each well, the location of the Zhangjiatan Shale Bed was identified; lithologies were
interpreted for the main shaly intervals and sub- and super- adjacent strata. The nature of
contacts between lithologic units was interpreted as sharp or gradational. The stacking
patterns of bed thickness and grain size of successive beds were delineated. These
observations were then used to interpret the possible depositional environments of
lithologic intervals using typical depositional models established by previous studies. The
successive changes in depositional environments were used to interpret sequence
stratigraphic boundaries, such as subaerial exposure surface and their correlative
conformable surface, initial transgressive surface, maximum regressive surface, and
maximum flooding surface, and systems tracts.
3.3.2. Well Correlations. Depositional systems, systems tracts, and stratigraphic
boundaries of individual wells were correlated to identify lateral changes in thickness and
depositional systems. This is done along seven dip cross sections (1-7) and six strike
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cross sections (A-F), established based on general depositional dip and strike orientation.
The concept of sequence stratigraphy, that is, synchronous time-stratigraphic units and
their bounding surfaces was applied in the correlation (Figure 3.3). The subaerial
unconformity and its lacustrine correlative conformity were used as the sequence
boundaries. The Zhangjiatan Shale sequence was divided into lowstand, transgressive and
highstand systems tracts (LST, TST and HST), using the Exxonian depositional sequence
model as a guide (Wilgus et al., 1988).
3.3.3. Isopach Mapping. The sequence stratigraphic framework on cross
sections displays synchronous time-stratigraphic units, i.e. systems tracts and sequences,
which can be contoured in thickness. Isopach maps of systems tracts in the high- and
low-order sequences and the sequences themselves were constructed. A computer
software Surfer was used for contouring. The computer-generated contour maps were
hand contoured. The thickness patterns on the isopach maps show depositional centers
and loci.
3.3.4. Paleogeographic and Paleoenvironmental Mapping. Log signatures of a
specific systems tract of individual wells were posted on the isopach maps to correlate
depositional centers and loci with distinctive lithology and stacking patterns. The result is
a log facies map with thickness trends. The combination of facies and thickness
information on the log facies was used to interpret depositional systems. The geometry,
orientation, thickness, and relationship with laterally adjacent environments of individual
depositional systems as well as the boundaries between subaerial and subaqueous
environments were delineated to display the facies mosaic, paleoenvironment, and
paleogeography of individual systems tracts and the entire sequences. Successive changes
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of environments among systems tracts illustrate the paleoenvironmental and
paleogeographic evolution during the formation of the Zhangjiatan Shale sequence.

Figure 3.3. Base map showing seven dip structural cross sections (orange lines) and six
strike structural cross sections (black lines). Red dots are wells with core samples.
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4. RESULTS

4.1. LITHOFACIES OF WELL CORES
Four lithofacies were identified on the basis of grain size and sedimentary
structures. They were used later to aid in wireline log interpretation of lithofacies.
4.1.1. Sandstone (Figure 4.1A). Sandstones occur above the Zhangjiatan Shale
Bed. They are mainly light to medium gray in color. Most of them are massive; some
have thick/flaggy (5-10 mm) or medium/platy (1-5 mm) laminae (Potter et al., 1980).
Framework grains are dominantly quartz, feldspar, and mica. Bedding planes are mainly
parallel or wavy. Cross beddings are rare. Some parts are micaceous, calcite cemented or
algal laminated. The majority are moderately well to well sorted.
4.1.2. Siltstone (Figure 4.1B). Siltstones occur above or in the upper part of the
Zhangjiatan Shale Bed and are commonly interbedded with shale or sandstone. They are
mainly medium dark gray to dark gray, and are blocky or laminated forming very thin to
medium (papery, fissile, platy) (<5 mm) laminae. Bedding planes are parallel or wavy.
One core has erosional surfaces. Lenticular and climbing ripples are common. Soft
sediment deformations, such as dewatering structures, are present. En echelon Fractures
cemented with calcite are present in one core. Fossils include laminae of ostracod hashes,
sparse plant remains, and rare fish scales. Calcite nodules and rare pyrite are present.
Most of them are moderately well sorted.
4.1.3. Mudshale (Figure 4.1C). Mudshales occur mainly in the upper part of the
Zhangjiatan Shale Bed and some in the Lijiapan Shale Bed. They are mainly dark gray to
grayish black and well laminated with parallel or wavy bedding planes. The laminae are
very thin to medium (papery, fissile, platy) (<5 mm) except a few thick/flaggy laminae.
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Lenticular ripples are common. Soft sediment deformations, such as convolute, flame and
trough-and-groove structures, are present. Calcite nodules and patches, calcite-filled
fractures, and pyrites are common. Fossils include plant remains, ostracods, fish scales,
and unidentifiable skeletal fragments. Most of the plant remains are parallel to the
bedding planes; some are calcified. Ostracods and fish scales are abundant and some are
pyrite replaced.

Figure 4.1. Photomicrographys of four lithofacies. A) Sandstone with quartz, feldspar,
and mica. Sample W32-5. B) Siltstone that contains 0-32% of clay size particles. Sample
W20-1. C) Mudshale that contains 33-65% of clay size particles. Notice the crashed shell
fragments (ostracod) in the middle of the thin section. Sample W17-15. D) Clayshale that
contains 66-100% of clay size particles. Notice the flaser ripple in the center of the thin
section. Sample W17-3.
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4.1.4. Clayshale (Figure 4.1D). Clayshales occur in the upper part of the
Zhangjiatan Shale Bed and Lijiapan Shale Bed. They are mainly grayish black, well
laminated with parallel or wavy bedding planes. The laminae are very thin to medium
(papery, fissile, platy) (<5 mm). Flaser ripples, truncation surfaces, normal graded
laminae, irregular bedding planes, and calcite-filled fractures are present. Calcite nodules,
calcite patches, and pyrite are common. Fossils include plant remains, ostracods,
unidentifiable skeletal fragments, and fish scales and fish bones. Plant remains and fish
scales are less than those in the mudshale samples. Ostracods, however, are still abundant,
some of which are pyrite replaced or calcified. Some samples are oil stained.

4.2. LITHOFACIES AND DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEMS INTERPRETED FROM
WIRELINE LOGS
4.2.1. Lithofacies. Lithofacies interpretations are mainly based on Gamma Ray
and Acoustic log signatures, which are calibrated by lithofacies of cores. Spontaneous
Potential, Caliper, Resistivity logs, and bed thickness, overall trend of adjacent lithofacies
were also considered. For wells W18, W21, W22, W51 and W52, Density, Neutron, PE,
and spectral gamma ray logs of thorium (Th), potassium (K) and uranium (U) were also
used. In addition to four lithofacies identified in the core samples, tuffs were interpreted
from very high GR and low resistivity values with occasional borehole enlargement; coal
or carbonaceous shale were interpreted from high acoustic and high or variable resistivity
values.
4.2.2. Depositional Systems. Nine depositional systems were interpreted on the
basis of lithofacies and their grain-size and bed-thickness stacking patterns, and nature of
contacts. They are beach to littoral, sublittoral, delta front, proximal prodeltaic/distal
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delta front/delta fringe, prodeltaic, distributary channel, interdistributary area, fluvial
channel fill or overbank, and profundal depositional systems. The interpretations were
later modified on the basis of areal geometry, orientation, and shoreline positions on
isopach maps.
Successions of coarsening-upward sandstones with little shale and siltstone
forming aggradational stacking patterns were interpreted as beach to littoral deposits. On
the other hand, successions containing coarsening-upward shale and siltstone forming
aggradational stacking patterns were interpreted as sublittoral deposits. Successions of
coarsening-upward sandstones with minor shale and siltstone forming progradational
patterns were interpreted as delta front deposits. Successions of coarsening-upward shales
with intercalated thin sandstones or siltstones forming progradational patterns were
interpreted as proximal prodeltaic, distal delta front, or delta fringe deposits. Successions
of coarsening-upward shales and siltstones forming progradational stacking patterns and
underlying thick delta-front deposits were interpreted as prodeltaic deposits. Finingupward sandstones with erosional bases above or between delta fronts were interpreted as
distributary channel deposits. Successions of shales without clear stacking patterns
between delta front deposits or distributary channel deposits were interpreted as
interdistributary deposits. Successions of fining-upward sandstones, siltstones, and shales
with erosional bases that not adjacent to thick deltaic deposits were interpreted as fluvial
channel fill and overbank deposits. Thick successions of pure clayshales without clear
stacking patterns were interpreted as profundal deposits forming condensed sections.
Finally, boundaries across which major changes of stacking patterns and shift of
depositional systems occur were significant sequence stratigraphic surfaces. The
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maximum flooding surface was interpreted to be within the profundal shale intervals at
the lower part of the condensed sections. The base of retrogradational successions was
interpreted as initial transgressive surface. The top of progradational successions was
interpreted as maximum regressive surface, which merged with the initial transgressive
surface. The base of thick successions of fluvial deposits was interpreted as subaerial
exposure surface and sequence boundary. The single well analysis of well W17 is an
example (Figure 4.2).

4.3. SYSTEMS TRACTS AND STRATIGRAPHIC SEQUENCES ON
STRUCTURAL CROSS SECTIONS
The Zhangjiatan Shale sequence is bounded by sequence boundaries (SB) which
are subaerial unconformities and its correlative conformities. It was subdivided into
lowstand, transgressive and highstand systems tracts (LST, TST, and HST, respectively)
by maximum regressive surface (MRS)/initial transgressive surface (TS), maximum
flooding surface (MFS), and sequence boundaries (SB) (Figure 4.3). The LST is bounded
by the lower sequence boundary and the maximum regressive surface which separates
underlying progradational strata from overlying retrogradational strata. It was deposited
during the normal regression when the lake level was the lowest and began to rise slowly.
The LST of Zhangjiatan Shale sequence itself contains a high-order sequence (see
detailed discussions below). This is designated as a high-order sequence relative to the
Zhangjiatan Shale sequence, because the high-order one is contained within the
Zhangjiatan Shale sequence. Hence, the duration of the high-order sequence must be less
than that of the Zhangjiatan Shale sequence, which is termed low-order sequence, even
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Figure 4.2. Single well analysis of W17, showing interpreted lithofacies and depositional
systems, and associated depositional environments and sequence boundaries. DF=delta
front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary
channel, MS=meandering stream.
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though the absolute duration of these sequences are unknown. The TST of the low-order
sequence is bounded by the initial transgressive surface and maximum flooding surface
(MFS) that marks the maximum transgression. It was deposited during the shoreline
transgression when depositional systems backstepped toward the upland. The HST of the
low-order sequence is bounded by the maximum flooding surface at the base and the
upper sequence boundary at the top. It was deposited during the stage of normal
regression when the lake level rise started to slow down. Falling stage systems tract as
defined by Ainsworth (1994) is not defined in this study and is lumped into the HST
(Catuneanu, 2006). The same classification criteria were used for the high-order sequence
within the LST of the Zhangjiatan Shale sequence.

Figure 4.3. Exxonian sequence stratigraphic model (modified from Wilgus et al., 1988).

4.3.1. Systems Tracts and Stratigraphic Trends on Dip Cross Sections. The
trends of LST, TST, HST, and the entire Zhangjiatan Shale sequence are described below.
4.3.1.1. Lowstand systems tract (LST). The LST consists of fluvial deposits in
the northeast, mixed fluvial-lacustrine deposits in the middle and lacustrine deposits in
the southwest on cross sections 1 to 5 (Figures 4.4-4.8). The fluvial deposits consist of
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aggradational sandstone-dominated channel fill deposits. In the middle part, in some
cases, fluvial deposits are overlain by deltaic deposits, while in some other cases, fluvial
deposits are overlain by deltaic or beach-littoral deposits in the middle, which, in turn, are
overlain by fluvial deposits again. The lacustrine part in the basinward consists of beach,
littoral, sublittoral, and deltaic deposits. The distribution of depositional systems suggests
that the LST itself contains a high-order sequence. For two adjacent wells, if the updip
well contains only fluvial deposits and the equivalent strata in the downdip well consist
of lacustrine deposits, the shoreline must be somewhere between the two wells. Three
shorelines were identified with this approach: 1) the basal shoreline at the lower SB at the
beginning of Zhangjiatan Shale sequence, 2) the maximum flooding shoreline for the
high-order sequence, and 3) the maximum regressive shoreline for the low-order
Zhangjiatan Shale sequence.
For cross sections 6 and 7 (Figures 4.9, 4.10), the LST consists of fluvial channel
fill deposits without lacustrine deposits. This suggests that the area was not flooded and
the shoreline never reached this area during the deposition of LST.
4.3.1.2. Transgressive systems tracts (TST). The proportion of shales increase
and sandstones decrease from northeast to southwest on all cross sections (Figures 4.44.10). In the up-dip northeastern part, sandstone-dominated beach to littoral deposits
dominate. In the middle part of the sections, aggradational littoral sandstones in the lower
part and sublittoral shales in the upper part form overall retrogradational stacking patterns.
In the down-dip southwestern part, shale-dominated aggradational sublittoral deposits
dominate, with minor profundal shale deposits. The stratigraphic trend indicates the
shoreline migrated up-dip northeastward outside the study area during transgression.
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Figure 4.4. Well correlation of dip structural cross section 1.

Figure 4.5. Well correlation of dip structural cross section 2.
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Figure 4.6. Well correlation of dip structural cross section 3.
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Figure 4.7. Well correlation of dip structural cross section 4.
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Figure 4.8. Well correlation of dip structural cross section 5.

Figure 4.9. Well correlation of dip structural cross section 6.

Figure 4.10. Well correlation of dip structural cross section 7.
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4.3.1.3. Highstand systems tract (HST). On all the cross sections, the HST
consists of profundal shales in the basal part and deltaic shales and sandstones in the
upper part, forming coarsening-upward progradational stacking patterns. HSTs in the
northeastern part commonly have erosional unconformities on the top. The unconformity
cuts into the delta-front sandstones or, in some cases, into proximal or distal prodeltaic
shales. On the other hand, HSTs in the southwestern part have correlative conformities at
the top (Figure 4.6). The number of deltaic lobes, as defined by upward-coarsening
intervals changes from one updip to four in the middle and back to 1 downdip.
4.3.1.4. The Zhangjiatan Shale sequence as a whole. All the dip cross sections
have gentle topographic gradients. The thickness trends differ among the sections. For
sections 3 and 4 (Figures 4.6, 4.7), the sequence shows a noticeable thickness trend from
thin to thick and back to thin in the down-dip direction. For sections 1, 2, 5, 6 and 7
(Figures 4.4, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10), no clear trend is present. Finally, the correlation lines
between W17 to W18 in section 2, and W74 to W75 in section 7 exhibit sudden
topographic changes without thickness changes, suggesting a fault occurs between the
wells through the entire Zhangjiatan strata.
4.3.2. Stratigraphic Trends on Strike Cross Sections. There is no pronounced
thickness trend and stacking patterns in individual strike cross sections. However, trends
of variations in dominated lithofacies and depositional systems are present among all the
sections. In sections A (Figure 4.11) and B (Figure 4.12) in the northeast, LST consists of
fluvial deposits, whereas in cross sections C, D, E, and F (Figures 4.13-4.16)
southwestward, fluvial-lacustrine transitional deposits and pure lacustrine deposits start to
occur, most apparent in the northwest. The same method and procedures as used in
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correlation in dip cross sections were applied in the correlation and shoreline delineation
in strike sections. The percentage of shale in TSTs increases from cross section A in the
northeast to section F in the southwest. The lake was located in the west of the study area
and shoreline migrated northeastward during the deposition of LST and TST. The
thickness trend of HST is difficult to decipher because the upper parts of HSTs were
eroded. Nevertheless, the shale percentage in the preserved HSTs increases from
northeast to southwest. For the entire sequence, the southeast part is topographic higher
than northwest. The thickness varies without a clear trend.
4.3.3. Summary. Topographic and lithologic changes on both dip and strike
cross sections suggest that the axis of the lake is oriented NNW-SSE. The Zhangjiatan
Shale sequence is subdivided into several synchronous time-stratigraphic units, ensuring
accurate delineation of thickness trend of each unit. Lateral changes of lithofacies and
depositional environments were used to locate the shorelines in order to analyze the lake
level changes and paleogeographic evolution.

4.4. THICKNESS TRENDS OF SYSTEMS TRACTS AND SEQUENCES ON
ISOPACH MAPS
The thickness trends of synchronous units ensure accurate delineation of
depositional loci and provide clues of interpretation of depositional systems. The trends
of individual systems tracts and the entire sequence are described below.
4.4.1. Thickness Distribution of LST. The thickness trends of LST are
described with respect to the high-order sequence. Systems tracts of the high-order
sequence can be delineated clearly on the basis of lithofacies and stacking patterns in the
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Figure 4.11. Well correlation of strike structural cross section A.

Figure 4.12. Well correlation of strike structural cross section B.
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Figure 4.13. Well correlation of strike structural cross section C.
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Figure 4.14. Well correlation of strike structural cross section D.

Figure 4.15. Well correlation of strike structural cross section E.
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Figure 4.16. Well correlation of strike structural cross section F.

area west of the maximum flooding shoreline (Figure 4.18), but are difficult to delineate
in area east of the shoreline because aggradational channel fill deposits consists of the
entire LST. In order to construct isopach maps for high-order systems tracts, the
thickness of LST with only fluvial deposits in the eastern part of the study area was
equally divided into three intervals, corresponding to the LST, TST, and HST of the highorder sequence. The thickness trends of high-order systems tracts and the entire LST are
described below.
4.4.1.1. LST of the high-order sequence (Figure 4.17). The shoreline at the
beginning of deposition of LST during the lowest lake level separates the fluvial
environment in the northeast from lacustrine environment in the southwest; it outlines
two embayments in the southwest and northwest parts of the study area, respectively. The
thickness of LST ranges from 1.2 to 23 m. Depocenters range from 7 to 23 m in thickness
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and are largely located in the fluvial environment. The linear depositional loci are nearly
perpendicular to the shoreline, indicating downdip fluvial valleys. Lacustrine deposits are
relatively thin, ranging from 1.2 to 6.5 m in thickness.

Figure 4.17. Isopach map of the LST of the high-order sequence. Contour interval is 2 m.
Circles indicate well locations; numbers above circles are thicknesses of individual wells;
thick black dashed line is the basal shoreline at the lower SB at the beginning of ZJT
sequence.

4.4.1.2. TST of the high-order sequence (Figure 4.18). This systems tract
ranges from 1.3 to 15 m thick, and was deposited during shoreline transgression from the
base of the sequence to the maximum flooding shoreline. Depocenters are mainly in the
fluvial environment in the central and eastern parts of the study area and range from 6 to
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15 m thick. A depocenter between two shorelines ranges from 5 to 12 m in thickness.
Deposits west of the basal regressive shoreline are still very thin, ranging from 1.6 to 5.2
m in thickness.

Figure 4.18. Isopach map of the TST of the high-order sequence. Contour interval is 1 m.
Thin dashed lines are speculated contour lines. Thick black solid line is the maximum
flooding shoreline of the high-order sequence. See Figure 4.3.

4.4.1.3. HST of high-order sequence (Figure 4.19). The shoreline at the end of
highstand progradation of the high-order sequence marks the position where the major
transgression associated with the TST of Zhangjiatan Shale sequence starts. It is
commonly referred to the maximum regressive shoreline in Exxonian depositional
sequence model (Wilgus et al., 1988). This systems tract is 1.3 to 46.6 m thick.
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Depocenters are 18 to 46.6 m thick and are subaqueous between two dashed lines. They
show a fan-shaped geometry. Fluvial deposits are relatively thin but show similar
depositional loci to those of underlying LST and TST because of the short distance of
shoreline regression.

Figure 4.19. Isopach map of the HST of the high-order sequence. Contour interval is 2 m.
Black dashed line in the middle is the maximum regressive shoreline of the low-order
sequence. See Figures 4.3, 4.4.

4.4.1.4. LST (Figure 4.20). The entire lowstand systems tract of the Zhangjiatan
Shale sequence is the superimposition of high-order LST, TST, and HST. Its thickness
ranges from 4 to 67.8 m. The thickest depocenter is in the area between the basal
regressive shoreline and the top regressive shoreline, ranging from 30 to 67.8 m in
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thickness. The lacustrine deposits outside of the depocenter are 12.6 to 49.5 m thick.
Fluvial deposits are 4 to 44.8 m thick; and the depositional loci show a bird-foot
geometry.

Figure 4.20. Isopach map of LST. Contour interval is 5 m. See Figure 4.5.

4.4.2. Thickness Distribution of TST (Figure 4.21). Transgressive systems tract
was deposited during the shoreline transgression from the regressive shoreline on top of
the LST northeastward outside the study area. Its thickness ranges from 6.5 to 85.3 m.
Depocenters are in the middle of the study area, ranging from 50 to 85.3 m in thickness.
Deposits in the northeastern and southwestern corners are relatively thin, ranging from
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6.8 to 26.6 m in thickness. Geometry of isopach thicks and thins indicates a NNW-SSE
orientation, interpreted as the orientation of transgressing shorelines. Depositional loci
are approximately parallel to the shoreline, indicating wave or longshore current
reworking of the transgressive deposits.

Figure 4.21. Isopach map of TST. Contour interval is 5 m. Black dashed line is the
maximum regressive shoreline of the low-order sequence. See Figure 4.3.

4.4.3. Thickness Distribution of HST (Figure 4.22). Highstand systems tract is
highly heterogeneous with multiple depositional loci showing various orientations and
erosional features along dip direction from northeast to southwest. Fluvial erosion after
the deposition of the HST had removed part of the HST. Overall thickness ranges from 5
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to 92.4 m. Depocenters are 55 to 92.4 m thick and; areas with significant postdepositional erosion are 5 to 20 m thick.

Figure 4.22. Isopach map of HST. Contour interval is 5 m. See Figure 4.3.

4.4.4. Thickness Distribution of the Zhangjiatan Shale Sequence (Figure
4.23). The thickness of the entire sequence is the summation of thicknesses of LST, TST,
and HST. Thus, the trend does not reflect that of individual systems tracts. The sequence
overall thickens from 15.8 m in the northeast to 163.5 m in the center, and thins to 63.1 in
the southwest, suggesting a NNW-SSE-orientated elongate lake basin in the study area.
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Figure 4.23. Isopach map of entire Zhangjiatan sequence. Contour interval is 10 m. See
Figures 4.3, 4.4.

4.5. TYPE AND DISTRIBUTION OF DEPOSITIONAL FACIES AND SYSTEMS
OF SYSTEMS TRACTS AND SEQUECNES
Ten depositional facies in lacustrine and fluvial depositional systems were
interpreted on the basis of log signatures, thickness trends, and shoreline positions. They
are described with respect to individual systems tracts below.
4.5.1. LST. Depositional facies of systems tracts in the high-order sequence of
LST were interpreted separately.
4.5.1.1. LST of the high-order sequence (Figure 4.24). Five depositional facies
were interpreted, including two fluvial and three lacustrine facies. In the area east of the
basal shoreline at the lower sequence boundary, thick sandstone-dominated aggradational
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deposits were interpreted as fluvial valley fills, whereas thin sandstone-dominated
aggradational deposits as overbank facies or lakeplain deposits where adjacent to the
shoreline. In the area west of the shoreline, sandstone-dominated aggradational deposits
were interpreted as beach to littoral facies; sandstone-dominated progradational deposits
close to the fluvial channel mouths as wave-dominated delta-front facies; and shaledominated aggradational deposits as sublittoral facies.

Figure 4.24. Depositional facies map of LST of the high-order sequence. SS=sandstone,
Sh=shale, P=Progradation, A=Aggradation. Log signatures without black boxes exhibit
real thicknesses; those with black boxes exhibit the thicknesses of LST of the lower-order
sequence. Contour interval is 2 m. Circles indicate well locations.

4.5.1.2. TST of the high-order sequence (Figure 4.25). Five depositional facies
were interpreted. The same criteria are used in the interpretation of fluvial and beach to
littoral facies and sublittoral facies. However, in the transition zone between two
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shorelines, some deposits consist of sandstone in the lower part and shales in the upper
part, forming retrogradational stacking patterns. These deposits were interpreted as
fluvial-littoral-sublittoral facies, signifying an upward-deepening trend associated with
shoreline transgression.

Figure 4.25. Depositional facies map of TST of the high-order sequence. SS=sandstone,
Sh=shale, A=Aggradation, R=Retrogradation. Contour interval is 1 m. See Figure 4.10.

4.5.1.3. HST of the high-order sequence (Figure 4.26). Four depositional facies
were interpreted, including two fluvial and two lacustrine facies. Criteria for interpreting
fluvial cannel-fill and overbank facies are the same as those for LST and TST. However,
the lacustrine deposits in HST show different stacking patterns and thickness. Deposits of
shales and sandstones with upward-coarsening progradational stacking patterns were
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interpreted as prodeltaic to delta-front facies. Shale-dominated deposits with
aggradational or aggradational to progradational stacking patterns were interpreted as
prodeltaic or embayment facies.

Figure 4.26. Depositional facies map of HST of the high-order sequence. SS=sandstone,
Sh=shale, A=Aggradation, P=Progradation, PA=Progradation to aggradation. Contour
interval is 2 m. See Figure 4.10.

4.5.1.4. LST of the Zhangjiatan Shale sequence (Figure 4.27). The
depositional facies patterns are similar to those of aforementioned high-order HST
because the high-order HST is the thickest among high-order systems tracts and, thus,
dominate the LST facies pattern. The area east of the maximum flooding shoreline
contains pure fluvial deposits. The area west of the most basinward (i.e. basal) shoreline
contains pure lacustrine deposits. The area between those two shorelines are composed of
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beach, littoral, deltaic and reworked fluvial deposits, resulting in the thickest
accumulations. Finally, areas with deltaic deposits are thicker than non-deltaic areas.

Figure 4.27. Depositional facies map of LST of the ZJT Shale sequence. Contour interval
is 5 m. Circles indicate well locations.

4.5.2. Depositional Facies of TST (Figure 4.28). Four lacustrine depositional
facies were interpreted. Shale-dominated aggradational or retrogradational to
aggradational deposits were interpreted as sublittoral facies; shales and sandstones
forming retrogradational patterns as littoral to sublittoral facies; sandstone-dominated
aggradational deposits as beach-littoral facies; and very thin successions of sandstones
and shales with retrogradational patterns as beach-supralittoral facies. The boundaries of
the first three facies were actually determined on the basis of percentage of sandstones.
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The amount of sandy sediments generally decreases basinward away from shoreline. The
resolution of the log data does not allow accurate interpretation of sedimentary structures.
Thus, arbitrary cutoffs of sandstone percentage are used to subdivide the lake shorezone
deposits into three facies: sublittoral facies contains less than 33% of sandstones; littoral
to sublittoral facies 33-66% of sandstones; and beach-littoral facies more than 66% of
sandstones. Four facies occur side by side from southwest to northeast; and boundaries of
facies areas are nearly parallel to the shoreline, in accordance with northeastward
shoreline transgression.

Figure 4.28. Depositional facies map of TST. SS=sandstone, Sh=shale, A=Aggradation,
R=Retrogradation. Contour interval is 5 m. Circles indicate well locations.
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4.5.3. Depositional Facies of HST. To accurately depict the depositional facies
patterns of HST, two depositional facies maps were constructed to display separately the
pattern of HST and that of fluvial deposits of the overlying sequence, because of
extensive erosion at the upper sequence boundary. The coarsening-upward progradational
stacking pattern occurs in all wells in the study area and is interpreted as prodeltaic to
delta-front facies; their thickness, however, varies without a clear pattern.
In order to accurately depict the sediment filling processes during the deposition
of HST, the systems tract was divided on the basis of the number of progradational
intervals, each of which is indicated by a coarsening-upward succession (Figure 4.29).
From northeast to southwest the number of progradational intervals changes from 1-2, 34, 2-3, to 1; correspondingly, the thickness changes from thin, to thick, to thin again,
suggesting a NE to SW progradational direction. Thin successions in the northeast corner
may be caused by high topography with limited accommodation space, while thin
successions in the southwest corner may be caused by condensed fine-grain-dominated
sedimentation in a more basinward site. Depocenters are thick with 3 or 4 progradational
intervals. However, exceptions do occur. For example, an area in the depocenter has only
one thin progradational interval; and an area in the overall thin northeast corner has 3
coarsening-upward intervals. The exceptionally thin deposit may be caused by local
topographic high and/or limited sediment supply, or subaerial fluvial erosion at the upper
sequence boundary.
On the second facies map of the HST (Figure 4.30), the geometry of incised
valleys at the upper sequence boundary were delineated on the basis of the linear trends
of isopach thins. Finally, the final shoreline at the end of highstand normal regression is
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present in the central-west edge of the study area. It is located farther to the west than the
basal shoreline at the lower sequence boundary, as a result of progressive basin-filling
after the deposition of the Zhanjiatan Shale sequence.

Figure 4.29. Map showing HST divided based on the number of progradational intervals.
Contour interval is 5 m. Circles indicate well locations.
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Figure 4.30. Map showing incised valley belts at the upper sequence boundary. Black
dashed line is the final shoreline at the end of highstand normal regression. Contour
interval is 5 m. Circles indicate well locations.
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1. PALEOGEOGRAPHIC AND PALEOENVIRONMENTAL EVOLUTION OF
THE STUDY AREA
The Yanchang Group recorded multiple lake expansion and contraction processes;
and the Zhangjiatan Shale sequence constitutes a complete transgression-regression cycle
(Chen et al., 2007; Li et al., 2009; Zou et al., 2010). In the study area, a high-order
sequence was defined, indicating high-order shoreline fluctuations before the major
transgression. The results can be used to reconstruct a detailed history of paleogeographic
and paleoenvironmental evolution.
During the deposition of the high-order LST, the lake was restricted to the
southwest and northwest corner of the study area, accumulating very thin lacustrine
sediments. Fluvial channel belts and overbanks were the dominant depositional
environment. Thereafter the shoreline transgressed 2 to 40 km toward northeast. Variable
migration distances may be determined by varying accommodation space and sediment
supply ratios (Catuneanu, 2006). Fluvial environment was pushed back to the northeast,
and the original channel belt in the west and central parts of the study area was covered
by lacustrine deposits. The transitional zone accumulated mixed fluvial, littoral and
sublittoral deposits. After this relatively short-distance and short-lived transgression, the
shoreline retreated only 1-2 km, resulting in little change in fluvial environment.
However, lacustrine deposits are much thicker than those of previous stages and are
dominantly prodeltaic to delta-front facies. These phenomena may have resulted from
greatly increased sediment supply (Talbot and Allen, 1996). Despite the short-lived
minor shoreline transgression, strata deposited during these periods are regarded as
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lowstand systems tract of the Zhangjiatan Shale sequence because the major shoreline
transgression migrated in a much longer distance and larger area. The shoreline before
the major transgression is the maximum regressive shoreline.
During the major transgression, shoreline and wave-reworked shorezone deposits
migrated northeastward outside the study area. Moreover, along with the landward
shoreline movement, lake in the study area became deeper, leading to the deposition of
profundal shales of a condensed section. After the maximum lake expansion, shoreline
regressed again. At the beginning of the shoreline regression, the study area was still far
away from the shorezone, so profundal shales continued to accumulate. The Zhangjiatan
Shale Bed which is generally known as the condensed section actually is a diachronous
lithostratigraphic unit. When the shoreline got close to the study area, deltas started to
prograde into the study area and continued westward or southwestward. The lake
contraction was more extensive than that of the previous sequence because the shoreline
regressed farther basinward than that at the beginning of the sequence. Such great
regression also resulted in later deep fluvial incision of highstand deposits.

5.2. SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHIC MODEL
An intriguing observation in this study is the position of the maximum regressive
surface capping the LST. The position of the shoreline associated with this regression at
the end of deposition of LST, the so-call maximum regressive shoreline, is not the most
basinward in the sequence. It is located more landward than the position of the shoreline
at the base of the Zhangjiatan Shale sequence at the lower sequence boundary. Thus, the
regressive surface capping the LST is not the maximum regressive surface, as predicted
in the Exxonian model (Wilgus et al., 1988). The disparity results from the shoreline
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fluctuations in the high-order sequence. During the deposition of LST of the Zhangjiatan
Shale sequence, the shoreline transgressed 2-40 km and then regressed only a short
distance of 2-4 km. Because the regression distance is smaller than the transgression
distance, the maximum regressive shoreline on the top of the LST is located more
landward than the shoreline at the lower sequence boundary. Therefore, maximum
regressive surface is not an adequate term for the surface capping the LST of Zhangjiatan
Shale sequence (Catuneanu, 2006). To account for this deviation from the traditional
Exxonian model, a revised sequence stratigraphic model for the studied sequence is
constructed (Figure 5.1).

z
Figure 5.1. Comparative illustration of the Exxonian depositional sequence model and the
modified model for the Zhangjiatan Shale sequence.
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This model demonstrates that the maximum regressive shoreline positon is
relative and not fixed. The position varies depending on the distances of high-order
transgression and regression. For instance, during the deposition of high-order HST, if
the regressive distance was greater than previous transgressive distance and the shoreline
migrated more basinward than the shoreline at the lower sequence boundary, the
maximum regressive shoreline would be the most basinward one, as predicted by the
traditional Exxonian model.

5.3. CONTROLLING FACTORS ON SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHIC
ARCHITECTURE
Comparison of the two aforementioned models indicates that the critical factor
that controls the sequence stratigraphic architecture is the shoreline movement and
position, which essentially reflect the interplay of accommodation and sedimentation.
Accommodation is mostly tectonic controlled, whereas the sedimentation is controlled by
the amount (flux) and type (grain size) of sediment supply (Catuneanu, 2006).
Sediment supply is a significant factor that influences the shorelines, and may
partially or completely counteract the shoreline changes caused by accommodation
(Carroll and Bohacs, 1999; Catuneanu, 2006). Shoreline transgresses because the
accommodation space exceeds the volume of sediment supply, while shoreline regresses
because the sediment supply exceeds the accommodation space. In both situations, the
sediment supply itself varies as well and is reflected from the sediment thickness. The
accumulated sediments would modify the basin floor topography and influence the site of
later sediment accumulation.
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6. CONCLUSION

The Upper Triassic Zhangjiatan Shale sequence in the south-central part of the
gentle ramp margin of the Ordos foreland basin records a complete transgressiveregressive cycle. Ten depositional facies were interpreted on the basis of lithofacies and
thickness trends of three systems tracts. The lowstand systems tract contains a high-order
sequence. It is 4 to 67.8 m thick and dominated by fluvial deposits. Lacustrine deposits
are dominated by high-order highstand deltaic deposits. The transgressive systems tract is
6.5 to 85.3 m thick and dominated by lacustrine sublittoral, littoral, and supra-littoral
deposits. The highstand systems tract is 5 to 92.4 m thick, but incomplete due to
extensive post-depositional erosion. The entire Zhangjiatan Shale sequence thickens from
15.8 m in the northeast to 163.5 m in the center, and thins to 63.1 in the southwest,
suggesting a NNW-SSE-oriented elongate lake basin.
Small-scale shoreline fluctuations during the deposition of the lowstand systems
tract caused the maximum regressive shoreline at a more landward position than that at
the lower sequence boundary. A new sequence stratigraphic model was proposed to
account for this disparity with traditional Exxonian model. The new model better
illustrates the paleogeographic evolution during the deposition of the Zhangjiatan Shale
sequence.
Interplay of accommodation and sedimentation controls the shoreline positions
and, ultimately, the sequence stratigraphic architecture of the Zhangjiatan Shale sequence.
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Figure 6.1. Core data of W11.

Figure 6.2. Core data of W12.

Figure 6.3. Core data of W14.

Figure 6.4. Core data of W16.
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Figure 6.5. Core data of W17.

Figure 6.6. Core data of W20.
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Figure 6.7. Core data of W32.

Figure 6.8. Core data of W38.

Figure 6.9. Core data of W41.

Figure 6.10. Core data of W46.
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Figure 6.11. Single well analysis of W1. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary
channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, MS=meandering stream.
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Figure 6.12. Single well analysis of W2. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary
channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, MS=meandering stream.
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Figure 6.13. Single well analysis of W3. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary
channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel.
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Figure 6.14. Single well analysis of W4. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary
channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel.
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Figure 6.15. Single well analysis of W5. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary
channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.16. Single well analysis of W6. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary
channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.17. Single well analysis of W7. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary
channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.18. Single well analysis of W8. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary
channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.19. Single well analysis of W9. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain, DC=distributary
channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.20. Single well analysis of W10. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, MS=Meandering
stream.
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Figure 6.21. Single well analysis of W11. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, MS=Meandering
stream.
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Figure 6.22. Single well analysis of W12. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, MS=Meandering
stream.
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Figure 6.23. Single well analysis of W13. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.24. Single well analysis of W14. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.25. Single well analysis of W15. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.26. Single well analysis of W16. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.27. Single well analysis of W17. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, MS=meandering
stream.
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Figure 6.28. Single well analysis of W18. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, MS=meandering
stream.
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Figure 6.29. Single well analysis of W19. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.30. Single well analysis of W16. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.31. Single well analysis of W21. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, MS=meandering
stream.
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Figure 6.32. Single well analysis of W22. Single well analysis of W16. DF=delta front,
DP=delta plain, DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel,
MS=meandering stream.
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Figure 6.33. Single well analysis of W23. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.34. Single well analysis of W24. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.35. Single well analysis of W25. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.36. Single well analysis of W26. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.37. Single well analysis of W27. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.38. Single well analysis of W28. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.39. Single well analysis of W29. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.40. Single well analysis of W30. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.41. Single well analysis of W31. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.42. Single well analysis of W32. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.43. Single well analysis of W33. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.44. Single well analysis of W34. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.45. Single well analysis of W35. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.46. Single well analysis of W36. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.47. Single well analysis of W37. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.48. Single well analysis of W38. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.49. Single well analysis of W39. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.50. Single well analysis of W40. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.51. Single well analysis of W41. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.52. Single well analysis of W42. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.53. Single well analysis of W43. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.54. Single well analysis of W44. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.55. Single well analysis of W45. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.56. Single well analysis of W46. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.57. Single well analysis of W47. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.58. Single well analysis of W48. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.59. Single well analysis of W49. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.60. Single well analysis of W50. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.61. Single well analysis of W51. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.62. Single well analysis of W52. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.63. Single well analysis of W53. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.64. Single well analysis of W54. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.65. Single well analysis of W55. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.66. Single well analysis of W56. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.67. Single well analysis of W57. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.68. Single well analysis of W58. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.69. Single well analysis of W59. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.70. Single well analysis of W60. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.71. Single well analysis of W61. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.72. Single well analysis of W62. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.73. Single well analysis of W63. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.74. Single well analysis of W64. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.75. Single well analysis of W65. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.76. Single well analysis of W66. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.77. Single well analysis of W67. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.78. Single well analysis of W68. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.79. Single well analysis of W69. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.80. Single well analysis of W70. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.81. Single well analysis of W71. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.82. Single well analysis of W72. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.83. Single well analysis of W73. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.84. Single well analysis of W74. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.85. Single well analysis of W75. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.86. Single well analysis of W76. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.87. Single well analysis of W77. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.88. Single well analysis of W78. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.89. Single well analysis of W79. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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Figure 6.90. Single well analysis of W80. DF=delta front, DP=delta plain,
DC=distributary channel, PD=prodeltaic, ID=interdistributary channel, FL=fluvial.
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